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Abstract
Data scientists gave sociologists pause when they started disturbing social life and research. This article considers three instances where data science made inroads into the sociology jurisdiction. Instead of calling for a defense, they reveal opportunities for sociological research in the digital age. These opportunities build on the data-analytic thinking that undergirds the discipline’s more salient structures and conventions. They recall old sociological intuitions and pragmatist theory that conceptualize the research process in a way that leaves room for novel observations. From this perspective, data science can help integrate sociology around new problems and shared principles and enlarge it by introducing its ideas to different audiences.
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The digital transformation shook everyday life and social scientific research. Sociologists reacted quickly, studying how those changes shaped political opinions and working conditions, and introduced new forms of discrimination (e.g., Bail, 2021; Christin, 2020; Eubanks, 2018; Noble, 2018). Commentators also identified dangers and opportunities for social sciences, often encountering a curious novelty during their assessments: “data scientists,” the digital-era experts interfering with democracy, public services, and other social institutions by using machine learning techniques as well as quantitative methods that sociologists have used for a long time.¹

What does the appearance of data scientists mean for the discipline of sociology? Reflections on direct encounters have noted some problems and a few promising overlaps. David Ribes (2019) pointed out that data science and science and technology studies both acknowledge the interplay of social and technical dynamics and question boundaries. While these commonalities suggest productive collaborations, Noortje Marres (2017) warned that the results of data science work obscure sociological observations. Matt Salganik (2018) considered new computational ideas, good and bad, for methodological procedures and ethics around digital social data analyses. These accounts had different concerns, but they all showed practical issues data science has raised.

Others started viewing data scientists as a new professional role, if one that is still emerging, heterogeneous, and at times ambiguous (Avnoon, 2021; Börner et al., 2018; Dorschel & Brandt, 2021; Lohr, 2015; Mützel et al., 2018). Besides revealing new conceptual puzzles, this perspective raises questions about data science’s impact on the jurisdiction of data-analytic work, which saw statisticians launch a defense of their discipline early on (Donoho, 2017).² I propose a response for sociology that does not keep data science at arm’s length, whether as a supplier of new techniques or a competitor for work. Shared experiences give sociology a stake in data science, which we can leverage for positioning the discipline as the digital transformation alters how we observe the social world.

Sociology’s past has shown that the simple adoption of new techniques quickly backfires. One vivid episode involved Paul F. Lazarsfeld’s radio research project that, like much of data science, analyzed the effects of communication campaigns in collaborations with government offices and private firms (González-Bailón, 2017, p. 52; Katz & Katz, 2016). Peers denounced these activities, leaving the field with memories of a dispute around high-minded theory and entirely practical empiricism (Morrison, 1978), experiences we still process today (Katz & Katz, 2016). The field’s fragmentation has only intensified since then (Abbott, 1998; 2001, ch. 1). Such infighting is not just uncomfortable. If continued, sociology might become a case of its own theories, “dividing” itself for others to “conquer.”³

The early divisions partly reflected the technological conditions of their time. Lazarsfeld, his collaborators, and their early successors applied formal techniques from other fields to sociological research problems. They worked as a group of specialists who transmitted their technical expertise from one generation to the next (Abbott, 1998, pp. 166–167). That work required substantial resources. Publications from the 1970s that used computational analyses relied on access to institutional computing facilities (e.g., White et al., 1976). By the 1980s, similar work

¹. This working definition of data science synthesizes ideas from the data science community and the academic literature on data science, cited throughout this article. A multi-year research project that involved field observations and quantitative analyses of data science’s emergence has informed my reading of these discussions.

². I use jurisdiction in the sense of Abbott (1988, p. 20) as “the link between a profession and its work,” which he viewed as the “central phenomenon of professional life.”

³. This remark refers to the old idea of “divide and conquer,” for which sociologists often cite Simmel (1908).
offered readers to inquire about data and software with a request that should include checks to cover costs for duplication and mailing (e.g., Burt, 1987).\footnote{Burt (1987) asked for $10 for his dataset and $25 for his software.} This early computational research was a slow and secluded affair.

Today, computational research is quick, iterative, and vastly open. Classic datasets ship with R, a widely used open-source software that comes as a free download (R Core Team, 2021).\footnote{The most important programming language for data science is a popular point of contention. Depending on the camp, either Python or R take the top spot. But most serious data scientists agree that no single software suffices. At a minimum, this work requires a separate database programming language, like SQL. Most also agree that the specific choice and combination of programming languages depends on the problem and purpose.} Additional datasets are available online, ranging from long-running survey datasets to more specialized social networks (e.g., Leskovec & Krevl, 2014; NORC, 2021; SIENA, 2022). Academics can request privileged access to popular social media platforms and collect records of major social events as they unfold (Twitter Inc., 2022). Code for analyzing these records and datasets is also available, often in repositories from courses that teach the relevant skills (e.g., Nelson, 2022; Vedres, 2022). New textbooks help students think through the more complex issues around these new resources (e.g., Healy, 2018; Salganik, 2018). And many sociologists who do quantitative research have taken advantage of these technical changes. But although the dynamics have changed, creating new opportunities for new connections in the discipline, the old fault lines often persist.

The diffusion of new technical skills needs reflection to avoid reinforcing sociology’s existing divides,\footnote{See for example the dispute between Watts (2014) and Turco & Zuckerman (2017) on sociology’s future in the computational age.} an exercise that gets regular endorsements but hasn’t become standard practice (e.g., Gouldner, 1970; Romero, 2020). Already a century ago, Weber’s (2004) analysis of sociology “as a vocation” warned of the misconception that “science has become a question of simple calculation” (p. 8). Although he insisted on the importance of calculation and specialization in research projects, moving beyond the practical concerns, Weber revealed what he considered “the decisive factor, namely, ‘inspiration’ ” (p. 8). This “inner vocation” is impossible to formalize, which increases the risk for a mature discipline like sociology to look past it. Weber recovered it following a comparison of two academic systems. Today, data science, far from an institutionalized profession, offers a point of reflection on how sociology can take advantage of recent changes for its project of explaining the social world. Weber’s ideas indicate a direction that avoids further divisions in the field.

This article considers opportunities for the discipline of sociology in the digital era. While disciplinary conventions and procedures often provide rigor, certainty, and professional identity, recent instances and sociological research itself suggest that they sometimes undermine new ideas and insights. The combination of data science’s overlapping concerns and an initial lack of these conventions recalls the “inner vocation for science” (Weber, 2004, p. 7). Data science’s exposure to the uncertainty of an emerging set of problems (Hammerbacher, 2009), often an unsettling experience (Ibarra, 1999), points at some challenges. But sociological ideas predict that these experiences can produce new ideas if met collectively (Dewey, 1916, 1939).
1 Observations of the Social World as a Jurisdictional Challenge

Data science’s rise a decade ago motivated David Donoho, a prominent statistician, to launch a defense of his field (Donoho, 2017). Donoho argued that data science ideas were much older than the popular label suggested. He listed several classical statisticians, described their accomplishments, and concluded that recent ideas for data science were illegitimate because they had practical instead of purely scientific concerns. This section reverses Donoho’s strategy. It summarizes three data science instances that made sociological observations outside the discipline of sociology. The next section returns to these examples to identify new opportunities for sociology.

The first of the three instances took place at LinkedIn and quickly became a standard reference in popular and academic discussions of data science’s emergence. The second instance, the invention of Google, was not affiliated initially with data science. But more important than the label, the intuitions behind Google’s original algorithm reflected patterns that characterize early data science work. The third instance captures a data science response to the kind of pushback data science started receiving soon after it gained prominence. These examples reflect prominent data science applications more than the full range. This selection allows the discussion to depart from typical discussions of the practical consequences or technical underpinnings. It highlights data-analytic ideas in situations with little guidance.

One of the first prominent discussions of data science was about data science’s arrival at LinkedIn and how the first data scientist there proposed an idea. He wanted to consider existing relationships between users to suggest a user’s friends’ connections that were not yet that user’s friends as new connections (Davenport & Patil, 2012). This idea may have been new to LinkedIn, but it echoed Simmel’s (1908) and Heider’s (1958) classic notions of triads and transitivity. That legacy played no role in the data science story, and the data scientist’s background in physics, which was central, offered little indication that exposure to the discipline of sociology shaped his work, even if the original idea played some role. The lack of systematic engagement is not only frustrating; it also overlooks the more nuanced findings from recent sociological research. But this and the following examples recall the connection of sociological ideas to detailed observations of a social setting rather than to disciplinary boundaries.

Much of data science invites dismissive views of its preoccupation with arranging vast datasets without deeper questions in mind. But careful data-analytic thinking, the reflection on a problem against the backdrop of a technical operationalization, still matters. Consider Google’s beginning as a second data science instance. Today, Google dominates the data economy, often using data science (Noble, 2018). But it started as a student project that its creators prepared for an academic conference (Brin & Page, 1998). Sergey Brin and Larry Page (1998) introduced their idea with the observation that “as of November 1997, only one of the top four commercial search engines finds itself” (p. 108). Brin and Page believed they could build a search engine without such embarrassing limitations by using “The citation (link) graph of the Web.” They proposed that “These maps allow rapid calculation of a Web page’s ‘PageRank,’ an objective measure of its citation importance that corresponds well with people’s subjective idea of importance” (p. 109). Social scientists started to think carefully about people and the web (e.g., Castells, 1996; Wellman, 1997), and they had pioneered the mathematical ideas underlying the PageRank measure decades before (Bonacich, 1972, 1987).7 But those ideas did not concern Brin and Page’s discussion of what users would find important. Long before Google began encapsulating internet users in a web of algorithms that

7. I thank one anonymous reviewer for pointing out this connection.
shape the browsing experience (Noble, 2018), it used sociological intuitions in an attempt to help users navigate the internet’s information web.

Data science has moved beyond purely practical views of data applications. This third instance involves the accommodation rental platform Airbnb, an icon of the digital age that has quickly come to threaten global hotel chains and local residential communities. While the former had signed up for competition in markets, the latter suddenly found themselves in an unequal battle without a cultural or institutional framework. Airbnb kept competing with corporate accommodation providers, but responded to the local damages. They used the same algorithmic infrastructure that has brought the masses into touristic hotspots to divert them elsewhere. An article in *The New Yorker* explained,

> Data-analytics software [can] identify parts of the world that are starting to attract interest from visitors, and these destinations are then recommended to other adventurous travellers, through a promotional campaign titled Not Yet Trending. Recent picks include Xiamen, a coastal city in China opposite Taiwan; the Outer Hebrides, in Scotland; and Uzbekistan (Mead, 2019).

This solution echoes deeply sociological intuitions for cumulative advantage mechanisms in global inequalities and even more technical ideas about how new connections, which more likely follow from places not yet trending, produce new ideas (Vedres & Stark, 2010).

The summaries only scratched the surface of the underlying technical work. All major tech companies today also employ data scientists with sociological training, as well as qualitative researchers who introduce reflexive perspectives, if only in response to crucial public pushback. The next section considers some of their findings. But whether or not the occasional sociological idea already snuck into those early data science applications, their development outside the discipline offers a point of reflection.

Traces of sociological ideas across the three vignettes are not surprising if we remember sociology’s inception. Like the examples above, what is now “classical theory” originated in an array of empirical observations with limited disciplinary affiliation. In *Science as a Vocation*, Weber (2004) introduced himself as a political economist (p. 1). And he was not just the theorist as which we often remember him today. Besides his thorough historical research, Weber engaged in fierce debates over the interpretation of surveys of workers (Lazarsfeld & Oberschall, 1965). Similarly, Durkheim (1893, 1897) calculated suicide ratios and used indicators that relied on legal texts to analyze the division of labor. W.E.B. Du Bois developed data visualizations that described black populations across the U.S. using techniques that were far from standard practice in the discipline at the time (Battle-Baptiste & Rusert, 2018). Rather than revealing a competitor in data science, which it may be for statistics, these patterns suggest that considering data science can help recall some of our discipline’s defining characteristics.

## 2 Discipline and Practice

The data science instances showed sociological intuitions in emergent settings. Sociology started out in similarly emergent settings but has since set up safeguards to manage the uncertainty they bring along. These safeguards include topical debates, a canon, rhetorical

---

8. Perhaps the most prominent ones are Facebook’s “emotional contagion” experiment in 2014 and Cambridge Analytica’s role in the 2016 U.S. presidential election. And data scientists recognize less publicly visible instances of poor practice (e.g., O’Neil, 2016, Ch. 1).
conventions, design standards, and output formats. The institutionalization of science has had abundant benefits for knowledge production but can also get in the way of new observations and discoveries (Ben-David, 1971). Data science offers points of reflection for navigating that tension for sociological insights.

2.1 Debates

Sociologists seek to advance debates about issues such as class and inequality, education, movements, markets, or the state. But these debates have their own social dynamics, another topic of ongoing debate (e.g., Abbott, 2001; Kuhn, 1970). For example, sociological research has revealed distinct trajectories whereby debates reach consensus (Shwed & Bearman, 2010), shown that they consistently favor canonical contributions (Barabasi & Albert, 2001; Merton, 1968) and that growth comes at the cost of specific ideas (McMahan & McFarland, 2021). All these findings indicate social processes that shape the quest for truth.

Debates remained peripheral to the data science examples, which still engaged in a broader discourse. Brin and Page contributed to concerns with search engine designs, an early data science scandal provoked academic reactions, and Airbnb introduced its new algorithm amid a public debate about the impact of digital services on local communities. These discussions were still in their infancy and lacked the legacies and nuances of most academic debates. Data science instances then indicate that a concern with immediate observations can address problems even outside of close collective guidance.

2.2 Classics

We also pay attention to those who came before us, as I did when citing Weber, Du Bois, and others. Arthur Stinchcombe (1982) listed several good reasons for this recognition, ranging from finding hypotheses to signaling a line of thought. These are productive motives, but, in practice, memory is often murky, even if it draws on written records. We overlook and forget half a legacy here (e.g., Mützel & Kressin, 2020, for Simmel), turn complex ideas into catchy punchlines there (see Granovetter’s embeddedness view in Krippner et al., 2004), or leave out the empirical foundations of theoretical ideas we like (Ollion & Abbott, 2016). Intellectual traditions are important for continuous knowledge production, but social mechanisms undermine that promise without careful reflection.

Classics featured in the data science examples but were not salient. Brin and Page cited Jon Kleinberg (1999), who, not yet a household name at the time, had provided an authoritative summary of the ideas they worked with. Although the Airbnb and LinkedIn descriptions did not indicate the recognition of ancestors, Thomas Bayes, R. A. Fisher, and other quantitative thinkers make occasional appearances in these discussions. These luminaries don’t come with particular hypotheses, however, or specific research directions. The examples still showed familiar patterns in their translation of the empirical situations in front of them into substantive ideas. These intuitions require closer engagement with relevant canonical ideas to lead to meaningful insights, but the initial ignorance sharpened the eyes for new observations.

2.3 Rhetoric

Besides recognizing others, whether peers or classics, we present our arguments in distinctive rhetorical styles. Some highlight “puzzles,” others find “mechanisms,” specify “causal effects,” or pursue “thick descriptions” (e.g., Abbott, 2004, pp. 242–248; Geertz, 1973; Hedström &
Swedberg, 1998; Winship & Morgan, 1999). While the underlying ideas are often productive, their rhetorical packaging may limit the explanations that we consider for answering specific research questions. In a telling example, Harrison White (2001) recalled how his stubborn focus on networks kept him from recognizing the institutional processes that explained his case. More broadly, sociologists repeatedly invoked the natural science idea of “laws” at least until the 1960s (Abbott, 1998, pp. 162–163), used culture in as different meanings as categories and hermeneutics (Mohr & Rawlings, 2012), and let contagion and prestige spread statistical significance ideas (Leahey, 2005). The rhetoric one scholar considers crucial for making sense of a social problem the next considers misleading, each potentially forgoing important explanations.

The data science examples showed familiar logics without the familiar rhetorics. Quantitative expertise, old and new, certainly has its own skirmishes about logic and approaches, such as around modeling techniques (e.g., Breiman, 2001) or the utility of data (Mützel et al., 2018). But the instances above largely avoided them. We saw how Brin and Page argued about the mechanisms of information flow, Airbnb recognized the causal effect of its ranking algorithm, and the LinkedIn data scientist relied on a formalist view of social relations. They made those points without using the labels. Data science recalls moments in sociological research when rhetorical conventions take a backseat behind new observations and draw attention to the analytical intuitions that respond to the problems we encounter.

2.4 Designs

Different puzzles, debates, and mechanisms favor or require different designs for empirical studies. We have some standard designs, such as surveys, interviews, or participant observations (e.g., Black, 1999; Gray et al., 2007; Pajo, 2017). The rise of digital data and tools challenged our standard approaches initially, but scholars have quickly proposed new rules and procedures (e.g., Bacak & Kennedy, 2019; Marres, 2017; McCormick et al., 2017). Yet, we also know that the research process is less definite than those rules and standards make it look (e.g., Lazer et al., 2021; Martin, 2017). Formal descriptions of that process are essential for intellectual progress, but they necessarily miss details from concrete research situations (Latour, 1987).

Data science uses designs as well. A/B testing is popular among all user-interfacing online services such as the three cases above (Schutt & O’Neil, 2013). But new recommendation principles, like triadic closure, do not always result from this framework. And, as at least partly an engineering project, Brin and Page’s Google prototype involved designing a data infrastructure around the web’s hyperlinks to begin with. Airbnb had to accommodate the complexities of a two-sided market into a data-analytic infrastructure before they could tweak their algorithm to recommend one or the other destination. All these examples involved new dataset designs for making relevant observations. They used analytical principles but without closely observing a set of rules that others derived from their problems and settings. Data science recalls instances when sociologists encounter new research settings that require reflection on a design’s purpose rather than its status in the field.

2.5 Work products

With the debate, theory, puzzle, and design in place, we write proposals for implementing them and articles that report the results. But grant applications and publications in top-ranking journals, our most valued output, are subject to social factors outside of our control or effort. Negligible differences in early funding evaluations discourage scholars from obtaining subsequent
funds later in their careers (Bol et al., 2018), different work practices lead to different publication patterns across men and women (Squazzoni et al., 2021), and reputation protects against rejections (Bravo et al., 2018). Current conventions for academic output communicate major findings but miss and skew contributions and accomplishments.

The data science examples used their analyses to create work products other than those with institutional recognition in the discipline. Like sociologists, Brin and Page published their ideas behind Google in an academic paper, and many networks researchers today use the ‘PageRank’ algorithm. But their main contribution was of course a functioning search engine for the web. Although Airbnb did not start with a research paper, like other big tech companies, it now participates in the open-source community and publishes on questions in search and rankings (Grbovic, 2017), which is easy to imagine, but also trust and algorithmic anxiety (Barbosa et al., 2020; Jhaver et al., 2018). For LinkedIn and Airbnb, the main forms of output were the algorithms that reproduced familiar social experiences in the chaos of the digital transformation. These data science examples point at directions for sociology to consider work products other than publications for sharing ideas and insights (Nelson, 2021).

Sociological practice often differs from its presentation, a phenomenon we know well. If we only listen to ourselves, we risk falling victim to an “attitudinal fallacy” wherein what “people say is often a poor predictor of what they do” (Jerolemack & Khan, 2014, p. 1). The discipline’s practice of critical self-reflection provides some protection against that risk (e.g., House, 2019; Weber, 2004). Data science offers opportunities to look at sociology from a different perspective (Krause, 2021). These perspectives give us ideas about practice, which becomes more visible amid limited institutional scaffolding. But isolated instances cannot support a successful scientific project.

3 Problem Situations as Solutions

The data science examples showed traces of the ongoing digital transformation and revealed sociological intuitions. I propose turning to John Dewey for interpreting those analogies. Dewey, aside from a recent return to sociological thinking (Waight, 2021; Whitford, 2022), is mainly seen as a philosopher and perhaps a psychologist. But he also wrote about scientific practice, and his ideas about education and learning are useful for sociology to take advantage of the ongoing transformation.

Dewey had a name for the situations in which early sociologists and today’s data scientists found themselves. He called them “problem situations,” by which he meant situations that are “disturbed, troubled, ambiguous, confused, full of conflicting tendencies, obscure,” and so on (Dewey, 1938, p. 105). These situations often result from larger changes, including those of the industrial transformation, when sociology formed, and of the recent digital transformation. In pragmatist thinking, actors influence the local implications of these larger changes, provided they manage to work together across different views because problem situations induce creative conduct (Dewey, 1938, p. 107; Joas, 1992, p. 10; Stark, 2009). These are not purely mental exercises; problem situations require attempted solutions. During those attempts, initial “ends-in-view” turn into “means” toward new ends that have moved into view (Dewey, 1929, p. 119). Actors choose means and ends-in-view in relation to one another during “a tentative trying-out of various courses of action” (Dewey, 1922, p. 202). This micro-level perspective conceptualizes the ‘experiences’ and ‘inspiration’ that Weber (2004) saw in scientific work and the accomplishments of the modern data science instances.
The data science activities at LinkedIn, Google, and Airbnb all made sociological observations in ambiguous situations outside the discipline. The physicist had no idea of professional networks and relationships, but adjustments to his technical expertise revealed meaningful features. Brin and Page had a substantial stock of knowledge available to them, but web search was still a new problem in the world and academically. Airbnb turned its data analysis upside down, from a focus on larger numbers to one on outliers, though a specific kind of them, systematic ones. Importantly, it shifted focus amid a backlash against its interference with global travel patterns. These are all clear problem situations. The available material provides no conclusive evidence of Deweyian practices. But more detailed descriptions of early data science work are consistent with such an interpretation (Hammerbacher, 2009), and the observable patterns fit as they used empirical observations without returning all the way to established classics, rhetorics, or other institutional scaffolding.

How can pragmatist theory ensure continuous knowledge production? Debates and paradigms, our primary means of intellectual orientation, are indispensable for continuous knowledge production. And Dewey endorsed taking up ideas of teachers and older ideas in his writing about teaching and learning. But he also stressed that “The basic control [referring to teaching] resides in the nature of the situations in which the young take part” (Dewey, 1916, p. 51). The focus on situations produces systematic results because, in Dewey’s view, members of a group “tend to act with the same controlling ideas, beliefs, and intentions, given similar circumstances” (Dewey, 1916, p. 45). This reasoning would account for Brin and Page and the anonymous data scientists at LinkedIn and Airbnb all proposing successful solutions to data problems that echoed ideas to which they had no extended exposure. In contrast to data science, sociology aims to produce a systematic stock of knowledge. But the patterns from data science suggest that systematic ideas can emerge even when we temporarily step away from the trusted symbols and references that typically align our thinking to expose ourselves to unfamiliar social settings. That is, as long as we continue to talk and listen to each other (Stark, 2009).

Dewey’s theory can appear a bit clumsy, and interpretations have varied (Whitford, 2022). But it has a simple principle, reflexivity, which has already shown its utility for new observations in sociology. Reflexivity is most familiar as the reflection on developments in the discipline and as a methodological concern in qualitative research. But a few recent quantitative projects have pursued a new direction. They started using modern infrastructures for sharing datasets and analytic procedures, the features that have also benefited data scientists, to test whether old results hold up to new scrutiny.

One variant of this exercise involves large numbers of researchers who address the same issue in independent teams, each of which ultimately generates new observations. A telling episode started with a project wherein 29 teams studied the same research question about racial discrimination in sports using the same dataset of penalties during soccer matches (Silberzahn et al., 2018). Despite the common starting point, the teams of researchers produced vastly different results, raising questions about the ability of any single social scientific study to generate robust insights. But a pair of unrelated scholars were skeptical and conducted a reanalysis of the initial study. Their reanalysis showed that more consistent results were possible with a clearer research question (Auspurg & Brüderl, 2021). These iterative reflections refined our thinking about discrimination and about the research process.

The reflections don’t have to stop there. A parallel project produced an even more radical conclusion. This project involved 160 teams that tried to predict life outcomes such as the grade point average of a child or material hardship in a household (Salganik et al., 2020). The
authors found no worrying differences across the results, suggesting that the research question was sufficiently clear. But they noted that the ideas of 160 teams failed to produce meaningfully better predictions of the life outcomes than a simple benchmark analysis. To understand this shortfall, the lead author joined interviewers in the field and learned that the survey missed relevant questions to capture the lived social experiences.\footnote{Salganik shared the insights from the interviews in a conference presentation in 2019.}

In Dewey’s terms, the resolution of one problem situation brought another one into view. This process does not stop with the confines of modeling strategies or datasets, and there is no definite sequence of steps. Reflexivity requires professional judgment that builds on continuous sociological practice.

4 Sociology’s Stake in Data Science

When sociologists took up the challenges of the digital transformation, they noticed irritating overlaps with a new group, data scientists, and drew practical conclusions for their research.\footnote{When data science made a name for itself as “the sexiest job of the twenty-first century” (Davenport & Patil, 2012), friends and colleagues asked me whether they, thanks their quantitative expertise, could call themselves data scientists. Some wanted to tease me for my curious research topic (Brandt, 2016); others were genuinely interested. Both concerns say something about data science’s effect on the discipline.}

But data science is more than a set of techniques and technologies. Besides leaving their mark on modern social life, data scientists work on problems sociologists have studied long before. And their ideas reflect sociological intuitions, however rudimentary, even though data science lacks sociology’s disciplinary foundation. While others rushed to protect their jurisdiction against data scientists, I have argued that sociology has a stake in data science that we can leverage for adjusting to the digital era. Weber’s focus on the “inner vocation” for science highlighted data-analytic experiences as the building blocks of research. Dewey’s pragmatism offered a framework for conceptualizing those experiences, which nevertheless remain impossible to formalize. Data science offers no solution for that problem, but the overlaps provided a point of reflection on making sociological observations that advance the discipline.

Recent programmatic articles have argued that quantitative sociology needs to break out of the deductivist agenda from previous decades and adopt more exploratory perspectives (Evans & Foster, 2019; McFarland et al., 2016). Many have already proposed new directions for sociology that integrate formal and qualitative perspectives (e.g., Nelson, 2020; Wagner-Pacifici et al., 2015). Dewey’s pragmatist colleague Charles S. Peirce supplied a promising epistemological framework for this transition, abduction, which uses existing theory to guide surprising discoveries (Brandt & Timmermans, 2021; Goldberg, 2015). Outlets like Socius, Sociologica, and Sociological Science endorse article formats that deviate from conventions in ways that accommodate these strategies. But, to take one more lesson from data science’s emergence (Hammerbacher, 2009), these new frameworks and outlets only work if we pursue this agenda as a community.

Such a collective project is not tied to specialized skills or interests. We can find guidance across technical and substantive specializations in a pragmatist view of learning, reasoning, and conduct that we more typically observe among our subjects. This focus on practice, what problems we choose and how we study them, allows us to reconsider disciplinary conventions as the discipline adjusts to the digital transformation. The computational social science movement has cultivated the technical skills for keeping up. But early successes have come with warning signs. The new skills and modern data collection and storage approaches are so resource-
intensive that they require large labs or research groups, which quickly undermine the problem situations that data science has illustrated.

This final paragraph would be a good place for summarizing new standards that guide research in the digital era. But positioning sociology in the digital age is an ongoing process that must involve the whole discipline and motivate appreciation of unfamiliar situations that lead to new observations. Those in Ph.D. programs, with endowed chairs, or still undergraduates, in sociology or other disciplines, and with or without data science-like skills, who are curious about new problems and directions must find each other at conferences, in review processes, committees, and other situations, jointly reflecting on research practice against the backdrop of social scientific problems at hand. If they do, the discipline can not only expand into new problems and perspectives. It can also speak to those who did not have the privilege of comprehensive sociological training but feel drawn to making sociological observations. There is too much to do to let jurisdictional skirmishes undermine work on substantive problems.
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